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Record
number
apply early
decision

Maroon 5 lights up Smith Center

by Matt Rist
Senior Staff Writer
Early decision applications increased
dramatically for the second year in a row,
growing 24 percent to more than 1,600
Early Decision I applications.
The increase in applications reflects
the highest number of early decision applications ever for the University, which
had 1,290 applications last year and 946
in 2007, said
Kathryn Napper, executive
dean for undergraduate ad24
missions. The
deadline for the
Percent increase of
applications
Early Decision I
was Nov. 10,
but the Office applications from last
year
of Admissions
is still processing applications
1,600
and GW offers
The number of Early
a second early
Decision I
decision deadline Jan. 10.
applications GW
Early decireceived this year
sion programs
allow students
to secure their
spot earlier in the admissions period with
the caveat that students must pledge to
enroll if accepted – even without knowing potential financial aid awards. Generally, an early decision application indicates serious interest in attending the
University.
“We are very pleased by these numbers and are not surprised based on the
number of students who yielded for fall
2009,” Napper said in an e-mail, referring
to the number of accepted students who
enrolled in GW’s class of 2013. “GW has
a very strong reputation and is popular
among high school students.”
The increase is reflective of a
national trend that indicates more
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Lead singer Adam Levine and his Grammy
award-winning band Maroon 5 perform at
the Smith Center Friday night.

Band plays audience favorites, entertains 3,300 students Friday night
by Carson Miller
Hatchet Reporter
Grammy award-winning band
Maroon 5 wowed a lively crowd
with chart-topping hits and new
material Friday night during a live
performance at the Smith Center.
More than 3,300 students sang
along to well-known hits like
“Harder to Breathe,” “She Will Be
Loved” and “This Love.” The band
also lengthened a few older songs
like “The Sun” into extended instrumental solos, and played a

well-received cover of Alicia Keys’
hit, “If I Ain’t Got You.”
“What a night, what a night,”
lead singer Adam Levine said. “I
think you guys are the best crowd
on the tour.”
The audience, comprised of
both GW community members and
outsiders, filled most of the floor
area and nearly all of the seats except for the ones behind the stage.
Many attendees spent most of the
concert on their feet, as Levine and
the rest of the band succeeded in
captivating the crowd.

“It was awesome. I really love
the band,” graduate student Haru
Na said. “I like the older songs from
Maroon 5 because I only have the
old CD, but now I am a huge fan.”
Wesley Callahan, Program
Board’s vice chair, helped put the
event together, and said the event
was months in the making.
“We started planning this concert back in the summer when we
found out that Maroon 5 was coming back for a college tour,” said

"I think you guys are
the best crowd on
the tour."
Adam levine
Maroon 5

See MAROON 5: Page 6

See ADMISSIONS: Page 6

Students
complain of
slow FixIt
responses

GW stages comeback in season debut
by Dan Greene
Sports Editor
WILMINGTON, N.C. –
Over the past three seasons, there are a number
of things head coach Karl
Hobbs has come to expect
from senior Damian Hollis, the leader in points
and rebounds among Colonials returning from last
season. Foul trouble is not
one of them.
“He doesn’t play hard
enough,” Hobbs said with
a laugh after the game.
“I love the guy, but he
doesn’t play hard enough
to get in foul trouble – not
like that.”
So when the fourthyear forward started racking up infractions Sunday
– two in the game’s first 90
seconds, a third just over
a minute after re-entering
the game four minutes
later – it became apparent
that any potential GW win
against UNC-Wilmington
would need to be built using other parts.
Luckily for the Colonials, those parts came to
fruition. Four other GW
players – sophomores

by Chelsea Radler
Hatchet Reporter
Recurring problems in City Hall,
the aging former hotel-turned-residential hall, have caused some students to question the capability of the
University to maintain its housing.
The residential hall, converted
from the former St. James Suites hotel,
is composed of 189 units and houses
more than 500 students, including
many who said they have had major
facilities issues this year.
After the garbage disposal in junior Sarah Mersky’s City Hall kitchen
broke unexpectedly earlier this year, a
“disgusting odor” filled her room, she
said.
Mersky called Residential Property Management to request immediate
assistance and was referred to the online FixIt form. She was assured that
an RPM representative would come
that day.
Hours later, the rotten smell had
reached the hallway, and no one had
come, she said. Mersky called three
more times that night and each time
was assured help was on the way.
The next day, when she called for
the fifth time and threatened to involve her parents, the problem was
addressed.
“I guess the only way to get things
done is to tell GW that you are going
to call your parents, which is stupid
because the point of college is to be
independent,” she said.
Mersky and other residents reported additional problems, including

See FIXIT: Page 6
Clothing and
the Rebellious
Soul
Collection in
SMPA showcases
clothes, memorabilia from the
'60s. • Page 7

LIFE

Wilmington 71
GW 76

Underclassmen play crucial role against UNC-Wilmington

Aaron Ware and Tony
Taylor and freshmen Tim
Johnson and David Pellom – scored in double
figures and helped propel
the Colonials to a seasonopening, come-from-behind 76-71 win over the
Seahawks.
“We
got
production from every guy that
stepped on the floor,”
Hobbs said.
Filling in most directly for Hollis was Pellom, a 6-foot-8 Wilmington native who played an
unplanned 25 minutes in
the senior’s stead. Pellom
made all four of his shots
from the field, adding five
rebounds, a block, a steal,
and an assist in his collegiate debut.
With GW (1-0) trailing by 10 in the first half,
classmate Lasan Kromah
helped a first-half surge
with seven consecutive
points that helped the
Colonials keep the game
within reach.
Thirteen of Ware’s
game and career-high 16
points came after halftime

See BBALL: Page 10

Top Scorers
Aaron Ware
David Pellom



Tim Johnson
Tony Taylor
anne wernikoff | assistant photo editor

Sophomore Aaron Ware flies by a UNC-Wilmington player to score two of his game-high 16 points in
Sunday's contest. GW won its season-opener 76-71.

OPINIONS
Living on food stamps
GW administrator Peter Konwerski describes lessons
learned from living off $30 a week. • Page 4

SPORTS

Women's basketball team prepares for first game
Coach Mike Bozeman believes his team is ready for the
season. • Page 10

Sesame Street
takes over Lisner
Some of the beloved
Muppets entertained parents and
children on Sunday
afternoon.
• Page 3
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NEWS
Health sciences may split from medical school
Officials say department's growth warrants new
school. • Page 5
Pitch George competition
Students propose business ideas in competition for
prize money. • Page 5
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SnapShot

In Brief
Bill for gender-neutral
housing to be introduced

A student organization is pushing for students’ rights to choose their roommates – regardless of gender.
The president of Allied in Pride, junior Michael Komo, serves as the senator-at-large for
the Student Association and plans to introduce
a bill to launch gender-neutral housing, a policy
that would allow male and female students to
room together. Many colleges and universities,
including Brown, Princeton, Stanford, and Syracuse, have enacted or are experimenting with
similar policies.
“Other schools do it. We are scooping up
the schools that have it, doing our research now,
and coming up with a proposal,” Komo said.
Komo said the bill will be introduced in
January.
Senior Vice President for Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak said
the University had no current plans to introduce gender-neutral housing to the residence
halls, saying that as of now, “The concept of
gender-neutral rooms for unmarried undergraduates is not under active consideration.”
Komo said the point of the bill is to allow
all GW students the right to choose their roommates regardless of gender, regardless of age
and to apply the policy to all dormitories. Even
if a bill passes the Student Association Senate,
however, the University is under no obligation
to comply with the student body’s wishes.
The current housing program does not do
enough to address the needs of LGBTQ students, many of whom would prefer to be given
the choice to room with members of the gender
that they can best relate to, Komo said. One living and learning cohort does currently allow
gender-neutral housing, Komo said. Students
in that LLC live in a townhouse.
As a result, Komo said, many students
are unofficially checking out of their assigned
rooms and living with other friends – who may
or may not be of opposite gender.
“We are all adults,” Komo said. “In the real
world anybody can live with anybody. Why
should it be any different for students?”
Komo also said the bill will consider those
students who do not want to room with members of the opposite sex by applying the policy
only to students who request to live with the
opposite gender. Students who opt for random
roommate selection would not be affected.

viktors dindzans | photo editor

Jorge Gadala-Maria fires a pistol Sunday afternoon during a College Republicans outing to a firing range in Maryland. SEE AUDIO
SLIDESHOW AT WWW.GWHATCHET.COM

Calendar
Monday

Tuesday

wednesday

The Kalb Report - What Makes 60
Minutes Tick?

Community service at D.C.
Central Kitchen

Fall Film Series: “Julie
& Julia”

Secrets to a Career in
Intelligence

Listen to veteran journalist and moderator Marvin Kalb interview 60 Minutes
correspondent Lesley Stahl and executive
producer Jeff Fager at The Kalb Report.
National Press Club, 14th and F streets |
8 to 9:15 p.m.

Give back to the D.C.
community by helping prepare
meals for the needy with the
Office of Community Service.
2129 G. St., Suite 101 |
8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Watch one of this
summer’s hit movies,
“Julie & Julia,” for free with
Program Board.
Marvin Center Amphitheater | 8 to 10 p.m.

Learn how to break into the
intelligence field with recruiting
professionals from the country’s
top intelligence agencies.
Marvin Center, room 403 |
6 to 7:30 p.m.

–Elliot Zarrabi

Correction
In “Hillel raises funds for breast cancer” (Nov. 12, p.5), The Hatchet erroneously reported that Alpha Delta Pi helped put
on the Pink Shabbat event. The sorority
involved was Alpha Epsilon Phi.

Multimedia
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Sesame Street
Watch Elmo and company take
over Lisner Auditorium Sunday.

H All this and more... Now at gwhatchet.com
Web Extra

Indian Jews in Israel
Speaker discusses little-known group
in Israel during Elliott School event.

Web Extra

‘Just 50 cents’ initiative
Professor, students fight rare
tropical diseases.
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More students
seek counseling
Appointments
have increased by
34 percent
by Gabriella Schwarz
Senior Staff Writer

Marie McGrory | Hatchet Photographer

Sesame Street puppeteers Kevin Clash and Fran Brill, along with several other cast members, celebrated the 40-year anniversary of the
children's show in Lisner Auditorium Sunday afternoon.

Muppets wow Lisner's young crowd
by Michelle Brown	
Hatchet Reporter
Local children and families got a behind-the-scenes
look at how some of the most
beloved Muppets on the popular television show Sesame
Street come to life Sunday afternoon, at an event at Lisner
Auditorium.
Characters Elmo, Abby
Cadabby and Zoe, along with
puppeteers Kevin Clash, Leslie Carrara-Rudolph and Fran
Brill spoke about how they
became involved with Sesame
Street and answered questions
from the audience at the event,
which was sponsored by the
Smithsonian Institution’s Discovery Theater and celebrated
the show’s 40th anniversary.
“A lot of actors say that
you should never perform
with kids or dogs, because you
will get upstaged every time.
Well, try performing with
Muppets,” said Sonia Manza-

no, whose character Maria is
one of the only humans on the
show. “I was happy to be able
to write the show for two years
in the 80s and early 90s.”
The panel spoke about the
honor of working with visionary Jim Henson, creator of the
show.
“I grew up watching
Sesame Street,” said Clash,
the voice behind Elmo. “But
I won’t speak long because I
know there is someone here
you want to meet,” he said as
he opened the duffel bag next
to him. The audience began to
cheer as the familiar big, red
head and googly eyes of Elmo
appeared out of the bag.
Elmo, Zoe and Abby
Cadabby greeted each other
among oohs and aahs from
the children in the audience,
many of whom were seeing
the Muppets live and in-person for the first time.
Carol-Lynn Parente, the
executive producer of Sesame

Street, introduced two clips
of the show. The first clip included highlights of Big Bird
meeting Star Wars’ R2D2 and
C3PO, and singer Nora Jones
singing to Elmo. The second
clip was a preview of the 2009
series, which began in November. This season will include
first lady Michelle Obama, Jason Mraz, Jimmy Fallon, Sarah Jessica Parker, Kobe Bryant,
and Adam Sandler.
Audience members young
and old were eager to line up
behind three microphones
to ask questions. The panel
and their muppets answered
questions ranging from who
makes the puppets to what
is Elmo’s favorite show of all
time. When an audience member asked where Big Bird and
Cookie Monster were, Clash
said they were “napping.”
When asked what his favorite thing to do on Sesame
Street was, Elmo replied,
“Elmo’s favorite thing to do

is dance. If Elmo could have
any other job, Elmo would be
a teacher.”
At the end of the event,
families were offered the
chance to meet and take pictures with the Muppets. The
line snaked up two staircases
and into both the upper and
lower lobbies of Lisner.
“I think it was a great idea,
and a good event. I just think
they needed more ‘kid time,’
” said Michael Stroud, who
graduated from the GW Law
School and brought his family to the event. “It was pretty
adult-focused, with a lot of
adults asking questions.”
Despite the range of reactions from parents in the
audience, the children who
were lucky enough to meet
and greet the Muppets were
in awe.
“In the picture, Elmo was
biting my ear!” squealed a
5-year-old from Rockville,
Md. u

The GW counseling center has seen a record number
of students this year, and the
increase has been mirrored
across the country, according
to a recent study of mental
health care.
Dr. John Dages, the director of the University Counseling Center, said scheduled individual appointments at the
counseling center increased by
34 percent in the first quarter of
this year. More than 6,000 counseling appointments are made
every year at the counseling
center, and approximately 30
percent of those students seek
treatment for some form of depression, he said.
According to a new
“Healthy Minds Study,” an
annual survey that examines
mental health issues among
college students across the
nation, students are seeking
psychiatric help at record levels. Dages said he has seen the
same trend at GW.
“There has been a significant increase in services since
last year,” Dages said. “We
are seeing students coming to
campus with more psychological or mental health issues that
need to be addressed.”
Dages said GW students
and parents are now more
aware of the counseling cen-

FACTFILE

6,000
The number of counseling
appointments made at the University
Counseling Center each year
30
Percent of students who sought
treatment for depression
34
Percent increase in appointments
in first quarter of year

ter’s resources, and the stigma
associated with therapy has
decreased in recent years as
more students have issues they
need to address. He mentions
these factors as reasoning for
the recent swell in patients at
the center.
Dages also credited a recent
counseling center push on campus to raise awareness through
information sessions and advertisements as a reason for the
increased student traffic.
The counseling center offers 24-hour phone assistance
to GW students and guarantees a phone assessment within
24 hours to make an appointment.
A GW senior, whose name
is being withheld due to privacy concerns, said she looked to
the counseling center recently
to work through issues she had
with her father. She said she
heard about the center from
an information session about
eating disorders conducted
with her sorority, but said she
resisted going to therapy initially because of the stigma
surrounding mental illness.
“For a long time I resented
seeing a therapist to deal with
my family issues,” she said.
“As I continued to mature I realized that if I didn’t deal with
my problems with my dad in
a healthy manner, they would
begin to disrupt everything
great I had going for me.”
Although the student has
only had a few sessions, she
said they have already been
helpful.
“Having a campus counseling center is extremely useful to students who feel they
need someone to speak with,”
she said. “In my opinion, it
is an essential resource that
should always be available to
students.”
Dages said he hopes awareness about the counseling center increases so that students
can benefit from services.
“Our services make it easier
for students to adjust to the University and be equipped with
skills to move beyond the University and into a career or path
of their choice,” Dages said.
“My hope is that all students
know that the center is accessible 24/7 for all students.” u
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Staff Editorial
Gender-neutral GW
Student Association Senator
and President of Allied in Pride
Michael Komo has announced
plans to introduce an SA bill in
support of gender-neutral housing at GW. Having the ability to
choose roommates regardless
of gender – allowing men and
women to live together in campus
housing – is not a new idea, as it
has been implemented or experimented with at a number of universities across the nation.
GW is known for its progressive nature, and gender-related
issues are well represented by
active groups such as Allied in
Pride. Gender-neutral housing
would be a natural development
for such a progressive university.
To that end, GW should establish
a trial-basis gender-neutral residence hall to understand all of the
issues and challenges that genderneutral housing would present.
Any system can be abused,
and the most obvious abuse of
this type of program would be
couples applying to live together.
With such a program, GW Housing Programs would need to explicitly state that romantically
involved individuals should not
choose to live together in campus
housing. Although there may be
no way to enforce such a policy,
students need to be strongly discouraged from selecting significant others as roommates. Given
that it is currently possible for
homosexual couples to live together and this has not created
significant problems, we believe
that most students will be mature
enough to make such housing decisions carefully.
At the same time, GW has not
had to deal with the issues that
gender-neutral housing might
present. For this reason, the University should experiment with
the idea on a trial basis. This
would allow GW to adjust the
training of housing staff according to the challenges that may
arise when members of the opposite sex decide to live together.
GW already offers one form
of gender-neutral housing. The
living and learning community
known as “Escaping Gender” is
now in its second year of fully
gender-neutral housing. This has
been a solid student-led effort to
prove that gender-neutral housing can be successfully put into
practice. Now it is time to extend
such options to at least a midsize
residence hall on campus. Madison, Crawford, Munson, or any
residence halls of their approximate size are prime candidates for
this trial program. Expanding the
size and setting of the program to
a more typical GW residence hall,
rather than the current, small LLC
townhouse, will prove valuable
to understanding the benefits and
challenges of providing such an
option.
This University is ready to
move toward gender-neutral
housing options. This will expand students’ choices regarding
who they live with, a personal
decision college students should
be allowed to make without the
University dictating with whom
they are most comfortable living.
Recognizing that it will be a major
policy adjustment, the University
should attempt such a program
on a test basis before expanding
the option to housing in general.
College is supposed to offer more
freedom and responsibility to students, and gender-neutral housing is a freedom and responsibility we are more than ready for at
GW.

Quotable
"A lot of actors say that you
should never perform with
kids or dogs, because you
will get upstaged every time.
Well, try performing with
Muppets."
- Sesame Street actress
Sonia Manzano, speaking
at Lisner Auditorium for an
event celebrating the 40th
anniversary of the show
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Banning laptops does not ban boredom
Professors should focus on educating before restricting laptops

I

’ll never forget the first piece of gum I chewed
in high school. For the first time in my education, school policy allowed me to chew gum
in the middle of my Spanish class without getting a detention. Since that day of liberation, I
have entered college and gained even more freedoms in the classroom, not the least of which is
the ability to use my
laptop.
Corey Jacobson
That is why I
was so troubled
by last Thursday’s
Hatchet article, “Professors call laptops a class
distraction” (p. 1), that discussed a trend of professors who ban laptops from their classrooms.
While it is certainly disheartening for anyone in
public speaking to see the audience’s attention
focused elsewhere, the demonization of laptops
in the classroom by some educators is as misinformed as it is misapplied.
I recently questioned the reasoning of one of
my professors who had banned laptops from
his classroom. His response boiled down
to an educational philosophy called the
“assurance of learning,” based on
the notion that the learning in the
classroom is far more important
than the teaching. I couldn’t
agree more. But oftentimes,
the presence of technology –
and specifically laptops – in
the classroom aids learning
much more than they inhibit it. Students are able
to take notes more efficiently, easily stay organized and look up terms
and concepts they don’t
understand in real-time
with the lecture. Every
student learns differently, and if using a laptop
helps connect ideas and
complements what he or
she is learning in class,
teachers should be finding
ways to embrace its usage.
Putting aside the belief
that laptops may aid learning,
the use of a laptop in the classroom is, at its absolute worst, the
manifestation of boredom. Expelling laptops from the classroom merely
eliminates just one of the many symptoms
of boredom. This drastic action does nothing to resolve the underlying causes: ineffective
teaching and the unique characteristics of a gen-

eration that grew up on technology.
In reality, the use of laptops in class is not just
to goof around but to capitalize on the minutes
of class students deem wasteful and uninformative. While GW families pay the University with
the hope and belief it will provide quality professors, unfit educators will inevitably make their
way in front of a classroom. Professors have an
inherent responsibility not just to teach, but to
engage their students, to cater to various learning needs and to capture their attention. No one
forgets the eclectic professor played by Robin
Williams in the film "Dead Poets Society," just as
I won’t forget my high school journalism teacher
who once made CDs for every student in her
class to creatively teach how to write a music review. In the end, the most impactful classes are
the ones in which the teacher makes a concerted

effort to capture and retain the students’ attention.
Obviously, engaging students of today’s
generation is easier said than done, but laptops
are not the primary culprit. For better or worse,
our generation is addicted not just to our BlackBerrys and iPhones, but to constant stimulation.
Through technology, we are always accessible
and connected, processing more information
than ever before and expanding the possibilities
of what we can accomplish in a short amount of
time. Not surprisingly, students have adapted to
this lifestyle, becoming more and more adept at
multitasking. For example, I’m writing this column with music on in the background and with
my roommates loudly playing video games in
the living room.
Admittedly, the multitasking and constant
connectivity take their toll. When we’re doing 10
things at once, it’s rare that we’re doing any one
of them perfectly. Our lifestyle is something of
a habitual addiction, and it can be therapeutic
and even healthy to be forced to focus on
a single thing without the refuge of outside stimulation.
Teachers must ultimately recognize that the challenge before them
is how to effectively engage their
students, not on what source of
stimulation to remove from the
equation. The classroom will
always be plagued by some
degree of boredom and disinterest. No matter how
many objects a professor
exiles from the classroom,
boredom will always find
a way of manifesting itself.
If laptops and cell phones
are banned, students will
resort to what they did
before those things even
existed: doodling and daydreaming.
At some point, teachers
need to put enough faith in
their students to trust them to
chew gum responsibly — even
if there’s one kid who sticks his
gum on the bottom of the seat.
And at some point, a professor
must be engaging enough that they
can trust students will not be distracted
by a laptop – even if there’s one student
who never gets off Facebook.
-The writer is a junior majoring in business
administration.

Surviving on food stamps

What I learned by spending less than $30 a week on food

F

or the past 15 years, I have taught a
course, titled Empowerment for Social
Change, in the GW Human Services Program. This year, as students planning Hunger
Week worked to apply Saul Alinsky’s practical
primer, Rules for Radicals, to their campus and
community organizing, they encouraged me to
take the Food Stamp Challenge. The concept
sounded simple enough: eat for a week on a
budget of $28.75, the rate set for an individual
on food stamps.
Looking back on the week, my wife and
I did survive but only because we merely ate
and never dined! For us, the challenge meant
going with less food and making very different
choices. We cut our purchases and were forced
to forgo a normal diet of organic eggs, milk,
cheese, yogurt, and my own personal pleasure:
a daily dose of orange juice.
In our house, we never think twice about
green vegetables or fresh fruit. While we hit
the grocery jackpot at Magruders, where we

picked up plentiful produce by the pound,
sticker shock sent us to make a return at Safeway, when we inadvertently spent $1.29 per
piece instead of $1.29 pre pound on three overpriced citrus that cost nearly a day’s worth of
our funds ($3.87).
We are lucky to always know from where
our next meal will come, but this week we
made particular
plans to stretch
our meager meal
Peter Konwerski
money, cutting
coupons, doing
research, having
unlimited access to personal transportation,
and extensive shopping options. These are
luxuries few homeless or hungry people really
have.
We also had ample options for free food at
numerous institutional events. While we tried to
keep the spirit of the week, we did scavenge desserts to bolster our limited homemade lunches.

Through the week I also encountered supportive colleagues who picked up the tab, as well as
students who brought cupcakes to class.
In the end, the challenge forced me to think
about the small stuff I missed in our effort to
make the most of $1.36 per meal. This included
salt and pepper to flavor a chicken, parmesan
cheese on my pasta, sandwich bags, napkins,
dish soap, and salad dressing. To meet the challenge we went without, because these items
were beyond our basic budget.
Whether you take the Food Stamps Challenge this week, participate in Slam Hunger
Monday or Donate a Can Tuesday, attend the
Hunger Banquet Wednesday, meet the Faces of
Homeless panel Thursday, participate in Project
PB&J on Friday, or Walk for Hunger Saturday,
I can assure you the programs you encounter
will help you appreciate the small stuff too.
– The writer is an adjunct assistant professor
of human services and associate vice president for
Student Academic Support Services.

Letter to the Editor
Choosing to give

I’d like to comment on a few
facts Andrew Pazdon neglected
to mention in his poorly researched article, “This little
piggy goes too far” (Nov. 9, p.
4). I agree with him that not all
students are going to embrace
giving with open arms. But
that’s not what the “piggy bank
initiative” is asking students to
do. It simply offers a venue for
students who do feel compelled
to give back to GW at this point
to do so. If you don’t want to
participate, then don’t.
I made a gift to the University Scholarship Fund this
year as a student, not because
I was forced to, but because I
acknowledge that I am able
to attend such an expensive
school thanks to financial aid
and scholarships. Nearly three
in five students are in the same
situation. In this case, we’re
talking about coins and an occasional dollar.
Furthermore, instilling the
importance of giving before
graduation only serves to bene-

fit students. A portion of the U.S
News & World Report rankings
are based upon alumni participation, where GW’s participation rate among its alumni was
a mere 8.5 percent last year.
That participation level is less
than half of its market basket
schools. Improving that rate
and GW’s ranking only serves
to increase the value of a degree from the University.
In response to his inquisition of how many of the administrators donate a part of
their sizable salaries back to
the University, I say this: Had
he done his research, he would
have found that a number of
GW professors and administrators actually do give to GW.
Approximately 600 gifts came
from faculty and staff last year
and many gave gifts of $1,000
or more. Professors and administrators do lead by example, so
maybe we should too.
–Eric Thibault, class of 2011,
assistant manager for Colonial
Connection. The writer is a former Hatchet staff writer.

Don't disconnect students

As last week’s article “Professors call laptops a class distraction” (Nov. 12, p.1) describes,
many professors have banned
laptops from classrooms. However, in today’s culture it is cruel
to ban Internet use for long periods of time. Students should
be connected to the world, even
during lectures.
Personally, I’m connected to
the Internet as often as possible.
But I don’t just refresh Facebook
every thirty seconds. I check my
e-mail, the weather, Twitter,
political Web sites, blogs, and
news aggregates. And I do this
all during class.
As a journalism major, I
think it’s critically important to
keep up with the news as much
as possible, even if that means
during class time. Breaking
news happens fast, and when,
for instance, a shooting occurs
at Fort Hood, I want to know
about it instantly instead of having to wait until after class to
hear about it. I want to read the
actual tweet announcing that

Obama thinks Kanye is a jackass before it is retracted. And I
want to discuss all the important political stories that broke
that day at dinner with friends.
But when I have four classes in
a row, all of which ban laptops,
I’ve missed a whole day of news
and analysis, and I’m rendered
uninformed.
Browsing Facebook during
class last week, I discovered that
a friend was just in a bad car accident. In October, a friend had
her baby while I was in class –
something I only knew because
she tweeted about it. Had I actually been taking notes in class
instead of browsing the Internet, I would have missed out on
these important events.
When someone is assaulted
with a hammer in the Duques
bathroom, and I’m in class a
floor below, I’d like to hear
about it instantly. I’d rather not
find out about a crazy guy with
a hammer on the loose somewhere in the building the hard
way.
–Nicole Mann, class of 2012
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University receives 500
swine flu vaccinations
First doses given
to those at
'high-risk'

by Caitie Daw
Hatchet Reporter
After months of anticipation, the University received
its first shipment of 500 H1N1
vaccinations and began distributing the vaccine on Friday, a University official announced last week.
Dr. Isabel Goldenberg, director of the Student Health
Service, said the University
received the H1N1 vaccines
Thursday morning, totaling
200 nasal sprays and 300 injections. SHS began distributing this first shipment Friday
to “high-risk groups,” which
include pregnant women
and caregivers for children
younger than six months of
age. Some student staffers
for GW Housing Programs
were also able to get the vaccine, which was offered free
of charge.
Because many students do
not fall into these two “highrisk” groups, Goldenberg
said the University’s H1N1
task force will determine the
next group to receive the re-

mainder of these 500 vaccinations according to guidelines
from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
“CDC guidelines dictate
that health care workers,
emergency response workers and patients with chronic
medical conditions are the
next priority group for H1N1
vaccinations,”
Goldenberg
said.
More H1N1 vaccines
will make their way to the
University in coming weeks,
Goldenberg said, but a recent
Washington Post-ABC News
poll found that 70 percent of
college-aged people do not
plan on getting the vaccine.
The Post highlighted GW
students in its story, which
also said GW administrators
requested 14,000 H1N1 vaccinations from the D.C. Department of Health, the agency
distributing the vaccine.
The University rescheduled another seasonal flu
clinic on Tuesday Nov. 17,
where 1,400 doses of the seasonal influenza vaccine will
be distributed free of charge
to students, faculty and staff.
The clinic will be held in the
Marvin Center Grand Ballroom from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The seasonal flu vaccines,
which arrived Wednesday, are
also available as nasal sprays
or injections, and Goldenberg

News

said students who are afraid
of needles can elect to receive
a nasal spray form of the vaccines.
“Most of the seasonal flu
injections that are ordered are
injectable through a syringe as
the medication can be largely
used by everyone,” Goldenberg said. “Nasal sprays can
affect people with certain
conditions.”
For students unable to receive a vaccination next week
at the clinic, GW Campus Advisories has provided information about the vaccine and
other distribution locations
in the District through the
D.C. Department of Health.
The locations include various middle schools and recreation centers in the area during the weekends prior to the
Thanksgiving holiday.
“We encourage all students who did not receive
vaccinations at the last clinic
to get the flu vaccine prior to
leaving before the Thanksgiving holidays, as they may be
in contact with family and
friends from other schools
and may have the possibility
of getting sick,” Goldenberg
said.
In October, the University
was forced to postpone two
scheduled seasonal influenza
clinics after they exhausted
the 4,500 dose supply. u

Health sciences department
may break from medical school
Program's growth
spurred talk of
separation
by Olivia Kenney
Hatchet Reporter
After nearly a decade of
informal planning, the Department of Health Sciences may be separated from
the School of Medicine and
Health Sciences and potentially form a new school for
the next academic year, University officials confirmed
last week.
Senior Associate Dean
of Health Sciences Jean
Johnson said establishing
a separate School of Health
Sciences would be an “incredible opportunity,” both
for health science programs
and for the University.
As a new school, Johnson said, health sciences
would increase control over
the future of its programs.
Internally, the school could
expand opportunities for
growth by creating more job
opportunities, developing
new academic programs, increasing student opportunities at new clinical sites, and
reinvesting in the school’s
own health sciences programs.
“We sometimes get a
little lost with medicine,”
said Johnson, emphasizing
the importance of attracting
high-level researchers, many
of whom are concerned with
a title. “By being a separate
school, we have an opportunity to attract people who
believe the recognition of being a school is significant.”

As part of the 11th oldest
medical school in the country, the health sciences programs have already become
independent from SMHS in
several areas; the department operates its own office
of admissions, office of student services, convocation,
and graduation.
“We already have much
of the necessary school infrastructure in place,” said
Johnson. “Because of how
we’re
structured,
some
people assume already that
we’re a school.”
The split from the School
of Medicine and Health Sciences may not involve a new
building for health sciences,
Johnson said, but if any new
facilities are created, the
school would most likely
move to the Loudoun campus in Virginia. Like other
GW medical programs, the
new school would continue
functioning as a part of the
University Medical Center.
“The formation of this
new school will strengthen
the University’s position in
academic health,” Johnson
said. A significant difference for the health sciences
department, she explained,
“would be through direct

"I believe this is the next
step in the evolution of
the medical center."
John 'skip' williams
Provost and VP for health
affairs

reporting and being part of
the Dean’s Council in the
University.”
Johnson said though
talks of health sciences
becoming its own school
have gone on for years, the
growth of the field and the
department has fast-tracked
discussions.
“This conversation became stronger when we
actually sat back and took
stock of where we were a
decade ago,” she said.
At that point, there were
roughly 300 students in
health sciences, and minimal
research was conducted. The
program’s growth since the
late 1990s has been significant, Johnson said. Today,
1,000 students are registered
in the degree and certificate
programs, and an additional
400 certificate students study
through military contracts.
Johnson said plans are
far from complete and no
definite decision has been
made, but a decision could
be made at the next Board of
Trustees meeting. Johnson
said the idea of a new school
is a “process that’s really going through exploration.”
Even so, Provost and
Vice President for Health
Affairs John “Skip” Williams
expressed optimism about
the proposed new school.
“I believe that this is the
next step in the evolution
of the medical center,” Williams said. “If it turns out
that this is the right thing to
do academically, educationally and financially, I believe
this will be a tremendous
growth opportunity for the
University to highlight a
new creative, productive
and academically challenging school.” u
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Philip Molloy, left, pitches a business idea to judges during the Pitch George competition, held Saturday in
Duques Hall. Finalists were given three minutes to pitch a business idea to a small group of reviewers.

Three minutes to pitch and win
Students propose
business ideas in
elevator ride

by Marielle Mondon	
Hatchet Reporter
The second annual Pitch
George contest was held Saturday in Duques Hall, giving
GW students the opportunity
to pitch original business proposals in the hopes of winning
a $2,000 cash prize.
A total of 60 individuals among the graduate and
undergraduate tiers participated, with some working
as partners. After six finalists
were selected from each tier,
they were given three minutes to pitch their ideas to a
small group of judges.
“It has been eye-opening,
fascinating and energizing to
see the new ways people are
trying to serve the needs of
others,” judge Scott Talan, a
professor at GW, said. “I’ve
definitely seen some ideas
that students should start
thinking about moving ahead
[with] while still in school.”
The final pitch took place
in the sixth floor elevators, reflecting the idea of an “elevator pitch” in which the contestant should be able to explain
their proposal in the time it
takes to ride an elevator.

Ivan Tarabishy, a candidate for a master's in business
administration who helped
organize the event, said the
event helps students apply
their skills in a more realistic
setting.
“[Students] are not really
conditioned to pitch in three
minutes in front of other people who aren’t professors or
students,” he said. “The comfort zone is taken away.”
Judges included not only
GW faculty, but also members
of the Colonial Entrepreneurs,
a GW alumni group focused
on networking and facilitating entrepreneurial incentives
with the motto “help each
other exceed, or fail quickly.”
DJ Saul, a 2008 alumnus
of the Elliott School and member of Colonial Entrepreneurs,
said judging was based on
each student’s “passion about
the idea, market research,
value proposition, and overall
knowledge of their service.”
Exhibiting passion and individuality, Tarabishy agreed,
was key to advancing in the
competition.
“I think a lot of people today forget it’s not about size 12
Times New Roman font and
five pages double-spaced,”
Tarabishy said. “They need
the judges to see who they are
as a person, not just the idea.”
First place winners in
the graduate tier were Lauryn Sargent and Meghan
Salas-Atwell, who attributed

some of their success to the
personal attachment to their
business plan concerning life
documentation services and
products.
“This is an idea I’m very
passionate about. I really believe in my vision,” Sargent
said. “Now we can use this
[prize] to enhance our products, which will serve as a
marketing tool.”
The other graduate winners were Vergil Cabasco,
second place, and Patrick
Donnelly,third place. The undergraduate winners were
Thaniil Theoharis, first place,
Andrew Thal, second place,
and Patricia Reville, third
place.
Reville said presenting
her own ideas, rather than
course material in a classroom,
helped her stay passionate
about the competition.
“It is definitely more of
your baby. You want to protect it and present it well. It’s
representing you,” she said.
Other than naming winners for the competition, the
event also helped enable
networking and communitybuilding.
“It definitely felt more collaborative than competitive,”
Reville said.
The Center for Entrepreneurial Excellence will hold a
similar event - the GW Business Plan Competition - next
semester; the first prize winner receives $20,000. u
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FIXIT
from p. 1
faulty doors.
“The biggest issue is the
doors,” Mersky said. “In the
beginning of the semester my
key would demagnetize every
other day."
City Hall uses magnetized
key cards, a system commonly
used by hotels. Each door is
equipped with an electronic
portal that reads the key cards.
Mersky said her portal was
defective and arbitrarily reset
itself, preventing it from correctly reading her key.
She said she complained
to RPM about the door after
being locked out several times,
but the source of the problem
was not addressed.
“Once it happened at 4
a.m. and my roommate and I
had to sit outside our rooms
until 6 a.m. when someone finally came. My parents finally
called the University and they
listened to them and actually
fixed the door,” she said.
“My key still gets demagnetized but at least my door is

The GW Hatchet

News
fixed,” she said.
Managing Director of
Residential Property Management Thomas Dwyer said
the University is considering
changing the locking mechanism, but did not know if an
adjustment would be made.
“We are exploring alternative locking systems, but it
is too early to confirm at this
time whether any change will
occur,” he said.
Dwyer said the key cards
can be subject to demagnetization when they come close to
devices like cell phones and
iPods – a regular occurrence
for many students. He suggested students utilize the free
card sleeves that cover the key
in plastic and are provided by
the Key Depot to prevent demagnetization.
Other City Hall residents
have also complained of damaged furniture and failing Internet service.
“Our closet door has been
broken since August,” junior
Tom Luley said. The damage
prevents the closet from being
used, he said.
“There is a sign on the
door that says they would be

back to fix it soon, and yet
both the broken door and sign
remain,” Luley said.
He has reported the problem to FixIt twice, but has
“given up” after his requests
went unaddressed.
“Facilities strives to respond to student requests for
services or repairs in a timely
manner across all residence
halls, regardless of whether a
hall is owned or leased,” Dwyer said.
Other residence halls have
experienced problems as well.
Sophomore Rachel Primé
said the water in International House unexpectedly
turned off earlier this month,
forcing her to bring her
toothbrush to an academic
building.
E-mail notifications about
the outage were sent out the
previous Friday, Juan Ibanez,
associate vice president for Facilities, added, but no physical
notifications were posted in
the residential hall.
“Except possibly in cases
of emergency shut-offs, there
should be a physical posting
of signs alerting residents to
any service outrage. We have

reminded staff to follow this
procedure, and appreciate The
Hatchet bringing this oversight to our attention,” Dwyer
said.
Many residents in The
Dakota have experienced hot
water shortages this semester.
Dakota resident Caitlin Summers, a sophomore, said the
problem occurs about once a
week.
“GW fixes the problem in a
timely manner. However, they
have not communicated to the
residents of Dakota the source
of the problem and what is being done to prevent it from occurring in the future,” she said
earlier this month.
Junior Lauryn Adams, also
a Dakota resident, reported
a similar experience. “I think
it’s ridiculous to come back
from the gym to have to take a
cold shower before class in the
room I’m paying $10,000 for,”
she said.
Ibanez said the waterheating issue in The Dakota
came from a broken control
valve, and the University has
fixed the problem and continues to monitor it to ensure future operation. u

ADMISSIONS
from p. 1
students are applying
through early admissions
programs. Forty-nine percent of colleges with early
decision programs saw increases in applications last
year, according to an Oct.
20 Chronicle of Higher
Education article.
U.S. News & World
Report reported on Nov.
4, that other schools like
Duke University and Dartmouth College have also
seen significant increases
in early decision applications.
Nancy Siegel, head of
the Guidance Department
at Millburn High School
in Millburn, N.J., said the
college preparatory high
school has seen a significant increase in the number of students who apply
early decision, caused in
part by economic hard-

Maroon 5
from p. 1
Callahan, a junior. “We thought
it would be a great hit with the
GW students.”
Callahan said that PB
worked day and night during
the last week to get ready for
the concert, preparing everything from lights and sound
to setting up the stage in the
Smith Center.
“A lot of time, a lot of manpower goes into a show like
this,” Callahan said.
Sophomores Lisa VanArsdale and Mackenzie Hovermale said they enjoyed the
event and received a memorable takeaway from the concert.

ship.
“I think there’s a
strange feeling in some
people here. The economy
has definitely hit this community even though it’s a
very upper middle class
and wealthy community,"
Siegel said.
Siegel said her high
school has sent a number
of graduates to GW in recent years and currently
has 20 students from its
graduating class in the
process of applying to the
school, which is viewed as
a top choice by many Millburn graduates.
“I think some kids
have done a lot of investigation and recognize
that GW is a school that
would fit them and applying early might help to
get them in,” Siegel said.
“For other kids, GW offers
a perfect opportunity for
them to be in the city that
they love with a number
of programs that are really
phenomenal.” u

“We caught a towel, and
we almost caught a guitar
pick!” VanArsdale said.
Newcomer band Fitz and
the Tantrums opened for Maroon 5 – a last-minute replacement for the original opener,
rapper K’naan.
Fitz played a half-hour set
of upbeat soul and funk music,
warming up the crowd for the
main attraction.
Some students interviewed
expressed disappointment that
K’naan did not play had been
originally announced, but they
said this did not put a damper
on the overall experience of the
concert.
“It probably should have
been K’naan,” said freshman
Chris Latimer. “But I thought it
was pretty good.” u

Chris Gregory | Hatchet staff photographer

More than 3,000 people attended Friday's concert, according to
Program Board estimates.
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Clothing the rebellious soul

by Christian Ewing
Hatchet Reporter
“You Are the Christ. You Are
the Buddha. TRANSCEND.”
So reads the graffiti on a
wooden plank photographed
next to an angsty-looking young
man, circa 1960. Surrounded by
a roughly drawn smiley face, a
Star of David with 666 inside and
a stylized peace symbol, the message on the plank conveys a disregard for religious distinctions but
also a deeply spiritual desire for
universal love.
Desire for peace and unity radiate from this photograph, and
from every other piece in “Clothing the Rebellious Soul: Revolution 1963-1973,” currently on display in GW’s Luther W. Brady Art
Gallery on the second floor of the
Media and Public Affairs Building. The exhibit will remain there
until Jan. 22.
A collection comprised of
beautifully preserved vintage
clothing, artwork and other media, all which bring to mind classic
tunes from the Beatles, Janis Joplin
and Jimi Hendrix, “Clothing the
Rebellious Soul” represents a cooperative between GW, local journalists and photographers, and is
curated by alumna Nancy Gewirz
in collaboration with Mark E.
Hooper of Princeton, N.J. The exhibit could not be more appropriate for the GW community; it captures the spirit of self-reinvention,
political activism and, of course,
fabulous fashion sense present on
campus today.
“We feel this exhibit is very
timely because many students will
be able to relate to it, especially
with the parallels of the two different wars: the one in Vietnam, and

You Are the Christ. You Are the Buddha.

TRANSCEND

Ashley-lynn goldstein | Hatchet photographer

Photographs of famous music icons, album covers and mannequins showcasing fashion from the 1960s are all part of the Luther Brady Art
Gallery's exhibit, "Clothing The Rebellious Soul." The exhibit is free and located on the second floor of the Media and Public Affairs Building.

the one we’re in today,” said Olivia Kohler, the assistant director of
the Luther Brady Art Gallery.
One can sense the energy the
'60s youth directed toward driving social change, particularly
in regard to the war in Vietnam,
just by perusing this exhibit. One
poster shows small men hatching out of numbered eggs, only to
look up in terror as a giant Uncle
Sam hand reaches to grab them.
Another poster jokingly offers an
all-expenses paid vacation to Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos with
free clothing and room & board.
Even while expressing a desperate need for change, these pieces
retain a gleeful, if anxious, hope.
The sense of rebellion and reinvention extends into the clothing
of this generation and, as Kohler
said, “many of the fashions you
see here have come back in style.”
Several '60s fashionistas chose to
take military garb and transform
it into a message of peace, as seen
in military helmets thoroughly
customized with peace and antiwar slogans and symbols. One
mannequin dons a blue and white
jacket and skirt ensemble with
gold buttons and rows of pink
braids and tassels, bearing striking resemblance to military costume. If there is any question as
to the modern relevance, simply
look to the spring collections of
designers like John Galliano and
Balmain where the military look
is, as they say, “in.”
After viewing the free exhibit,
don’t miss the video playing at
the back of the gallery. Directed by
GW student and former Hatchet
staffer Ryder Haske, the video
captures memories of GW alumni
who were here on campus during
the anti-war protests. u

Using Twitter for customer service
Univ. uses
site to rectify
complaints
by Max mcgowen
Contributing Life Editor
When graduate student Chris
Brooks noticed that none of the classrooms in Monroe Hall contained
trash cans and that each hallway
only had one, he decided to complain not to his friends, but to the
World Wide Web.
Brooks, a Presidential Administrative Fellow, posted his concern on
Twitter, where he received a prompt
reply from Timothy Shea, a program
manager for GW Facilities Management. Then GW rectified the problem.
“Two weeks later trash cans appeared in every classroom. Thanks
to Twitter and one responsive GW
staff member, students now have the
option to discard their garbage in a
trash can rather than on the floors
and desks of Monroe Hall,” Brooks
said.
Besides using Twitter to disseminate and aggregate information, the

University is employing the microblogging site as a customer service
platform.
According to Menachem Wecker,
a writer and editor for the GW Today
online publication, the University is
taking a proactive approach to managing its recently launched Twitter
account, GW Tweets.
Wecker said the University is
becoming more aggressive in its outreach.
"If we can be a channel for customer service, if we can take out
some of the steps for students, then
that’s great,” said Wecker.
Wecker originally conceived of
this idea while at his previous job
at the Elliott School, where he used
Twitter to point students in the direction of events and answer any questions they had.
“I see Twitter as a more of a way
to involve people in a process, not
just so that they’re products of it,”
Wecker said.
But being aggressive about outreach requires a commitment to
effective organization. To ease the
information overload, Wecker uses
applications like Twilerts, which
sends him e-mails about particular
phrases or words found on Twitter.
He also uses TweetDeck to monitor
the community he follows.

“I have a column of people I follow, a column of direct messages to
me, a column of @replies to me, and
a column that follows messages with
the #GWU hashtag,” Wecker said.
In addition to his Twilerts and
columns on Tweetdeck, Wecker also
uses Google Alerts to capture the use
of key words and phrases online.
But the analytics social media
tools generate do not provide a complete picture. A less salient issue is
privacy. For students who do not
know they are being monitored, receiving a reply to a post on Twitter
from an administrator can be alarming.
To address this, Wecker says that
whether he replies to a student’s
tweet involves making individual
decisions about each situation.
“I make a personal judgment
about whether I would consider it
harassment or helpful customer service,” said Wecker.
GW Associate Director of Online Communication Rachel Watson
said that she tends not to answer
concerns students express on Twitter
when she feels she would not be of
help.
“If I don’t have a solution to their
problem, I won’t respond,” said Watson.
There is no consensus on how

many “official” accounts the University has, either; what is official
depends on what one counts. Aside
from GW Tweets, individual schools
and departments have built their
own followings, and many faculty
members have their own accounts
as well.
At the University of Maryland,
which uses two official accounts,
UofMaryland and UMDNews, departments are also free to manage
their own activities on Twitter separately.
But the two institutions see a different role for the service. Senior Media Relations Associate Dave Ottalini
said UMD views Twitter primarily
as a way to disseminate information
that is not always considered news.
“I can highlight things that are
going on using Twitter that might
not rise to the level of the press release,” Ottalini said.
As it relates to responding to student concerns, Ottalini said Twitter
might not be the most well-adapted
platform for this function.
“Facebook might be a better
place for students to post their concerns because it is more two-way.
It is probably more personal,” said
Ottalini, who stressed the strategies
that institutions use to leverage social media are constantly evolving.

For Wecker, Facebook does not
do the trick when it comes to identifying members of the GW community since he says it lacks a favorable
search function.
“Search is the most useful thing.
Facebook has a bad search tool. It
doesn’t let me find people who are
connected to GW,” Wecker said.
As of publication, GW Tweets
has 2,280 followers on Twitter, just
behind U of Maryland with 2,368.
A study conducted earlier this year
by Universitiesandcolleges.org revealed that GW is the most prolific
school on Twitter, with an average of
58.8 tweets per day.
Others, whether they are using
Twitter for customer service or to attract media attention, stressed there
is no need to rethink the standards of
student-faculty communication simply because it now occurs online.
Elan Schnitzer, marketing coordinator for event and special services
at GW Mount Vernon Campus Life,
is one proponent of this view.
“I see the rules that should govern and regulate our use of Twitter…
as little different than the formal
and informal rules we all follow in
employing the more familiar communication methods that have been
around and in use for longer than
Twitter,” said Schnitzer. u

Getting some love from a furball
by Rachel Sussman and Jade polay
Hatchet Reporters
He was always happy to see you, with his
tail wagging wildly, and no matter how you did
on that exam, he was always up for cuddling.
But that was at home, and now at school, after
that awful economics midterm, there is no one
waiting in your room to greet you, except for
maybe some roommates, who may or may not
resemble your lovable pet from home.
No pets are allowed in any on-campus housing, because many students suffer from allergies
caused by pets in or near a resident’s room that
are a detriment to their health, said Seth Weinshel, director of GW Housing Programs.
The Residential Community Conduct Guidelines and Administrative Policies state: “No animals of any kind, other than properly attended
service animals for individuals with disabilities
are permitted in University residence halls.”
But once a student moves off campus, it’s a
different rulebook. Many apartment complexes
allow pets for a fee, and some students jump
on the chance to have that constant companion.
Despite the truckload of schoolwork, activities,
jobs, and internships, some students still opt to
have their lovable ball of fluff.
On the corner of 21st and F streets, a small
white dog with brown spots can often be seen
running around the yard of the Phi Sigma Kappa
house welcoming visitors. The 4-year-old jack
russell terrier named Prince has become a prominent fixture on F Street, and lives in the house
because owner Kris Hart said he is always on
campus. Hart graduated from GW in 2005 and is
currently in the process of opening Foggy Bottom
Grocery. He also owns Relaxed Tans and Spa.
Prince once belonged to a friend of Hart’s,
and eventually became an honorary Phi Sigma
Kappa “brother” after all of his friends fell in

love with him. Prince was never a liability or place where you have no family.”
concern of any sorts, because the alumni asRobbins shares the responsibilities of caring
sociation privately owns the Phi Sigma Kappa for Flo with his boyfriend.
house. Therefore, GW Housing Policies are not
“It is hard to keep a pet happy if you are livapplicable.
ing in a large building with nowhere close by
“He basically chases squirrels, runs around for the pet to play,” Robbins said. “It is unfair
and plays with the ball all day. It can get to be ex- to your pet if you neglect it, so it is important to
pensive, but is completely worth it,” Hart said.
make sure that you are ready to be committed to
The current president of Phi Sigma Kappa, junior Daniel Blake, said
that everyone in the fraternity takes
part in taking care of Prince.
“Personally, I feed him occasionally and take him outside and
walk him,” Blake said in an e-mail.
“Prince has it pretty good because
he has 30+ owners who all take care
of him.”
Although pets can be an entertaining and lovable companions,
they come with a price tag and many
responsibilities.
Senior Regina Grossman, who
lives off campus, is the proud owner of Harvey Bell Grossman, an
8-month-old mixed breed cat she
said she purchased to keep her company while her friends went abroad
last semester.
Grossman said she spends about
$50 a month on cat litter and food.
Last summer, while she was traveling in Rwanda, a friend took care of
Harvey. After graduation, Grossman
said she plans on taking Harvey
wherever she goes.
Zach Robbins, a junior, has a
Michelle Rattinger | Assistant photo editor
6-month-old cockapoo named Flo.
Left, senior Regina Grossman cuddles with her
“It’s fun to have a pet around
cat Harvey and right, alumnus Kris Hart plays with
always eager to play, cuddle, etc.”
Prince outside the Phi Sigma Kappa house.
Robbins said. “It’s less lonely in a

your pet.”
Students who consider breaking campus
rules and having a pet in a dorm should beware.
The University conducts Health and Safety inspections on a regular basis in the residence
halls, and if residents are suspected of having a
pet, they are instructed to remove the pet within
24 hours. u
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Georgetown group aims to raise campus police salaries
by Alex Markoff
Hatchet Reporter
A group at Georgetown
is calling for an increase in
wages for the school's public safety officers, after two
recent anti-gay assaults on
campus.
In an open letter to
Georgetown President Jack
DeGoia, the Georgetown
Solidarity Committee, which
was established to support
the struggles of people working on Georgetown’s campus,
said that low salaries “hinder
the retention of employees
and undervalue long-term
officers with the experiential
knowledge of Georgetown,
which... leaves the Georgetown community vulnerable
to future incident.”

The letter was posted on
the group's Web site on Nov.
6.
The Solidarity Committee
has insisted on a $4 per hour
wage increase over the next
three years for Department of
Public Safety officers.
“Even in hard economic
times we must not compromise the respect, security, and
well-being of those charged
with keeping us safe,” the letter reads.
Though she declined to
comment on Georgetown’s
situation, UPD Chief Dolores
Stafford said she agrees that
wages play a big role in law
enforcement.
“Generally, paying a competitive salary in the area of
law enforcement and security
is important,” she said in an

e-mail.
The starting salary for
GW UPD officers is $39,000
per year.
The hourly rate for a GW
special police officer is $18.86
per hour, while the starting
hourly rate for patrol officers
at Georgetown is between $15
and $16.50 per hour, according to university Web sites.
“Our pay structure is
above average when compared to other similar campus police agencies in this
region,” Stafford said.
Some students, however,
aren’t too convinced that
higher wages in law enforcement contribute to safer communities, the idea propagated
by the Solidarity Committee’s
open letter.
“Police officers become

officers because they want
to protect the community,
not because they want to be
rich,” GW freshman James
Lanfranchi said.
Georgetown addressed
the Solidarity Committee’s
concerns regarding DPS wages in a letter.
“Georgetown University,
consistent with its long standing commitment to be a good
employer, has proactively
sought out and been successful in achieving the development and maintenance
of a workforce in DPS that
is well trained and competitively compensated,” Spiros
Dimolitsas, vice president
and chief operating officer of
Georgetown University, said
in the letter.
Dimolitsas added that

training tactics and officer
mentoring
and
supervision, aside from pay, have
become integral parts in the
“sustained commitment to
enhance the overall effectiveness of our campus police.”
The letter did very little to
quell the Solidarity Committee’s concerns, however. On
Friday, Georgetown students,
professors, and staff rallied in
the rain for DPS.
30 Georgetown student
organizations and hundreds
of individuals have signed
a petition to be presented to
DeGioia, according to a news
release about the rally.
Even still, campus police,
including UPD, make substantially less per year than
officers who are part of the
Metropolitan Police Depart-

ment. According to the MPD
Web site, officers in the force
make a starting salary of
about $49,000 per year. u

"Even in hard economic
times we must not
compromise the respect,
security, and well-being
of those charged with
keeping us safe."
Letter from Georgetown
Solidarity Committee to
President Jack DeGoia

Volunteer hour-tracking site launches Popular professor,
by Emily Cahn
Campus News Editor
For eight weeks after
first lady Michelle Obama
challenged GW students to
complete 100,000 hours of
community service, there
was no official way to track
those hours. Now, there is
VolunteerMatch.
The University will
launch VolunteerMatch, an
online service that will allow members of the community to electronically
log service hours they have
amassed over the course of
the semester on Monday.
Titi
Williams-Davies,
special projects manager
for Student and Academic
Support Services, said the

University signed a contract with VolunteerMatch
30 days ago to create a custom-designed Web site for
the GW community to log
hours.
Williams-Davies
said
this is an “unprecedented”
amount of time for the organization to create a Web
site, as VolunteerMatch
– a nonprofit that creates
specialized Web sites for
companies and nonprofits
worldwide to connect to
community service opportunities – usually needs 60
to 90 days to build the technology.
“The University knew
the importance of this and
accelerated it,” said Michael
Akin, executive director of

government, international
and community relations.
“The fact that they built a
system for us in 30 days is
pretty remarkable.”
The
VolunteerMatch
technology allows students
to log their community service hours online, as well
as connect with community service opportunities
across the city, similar to
the GWork system.
Every member of the
GW community will receive a profile that will be
activated Monday, allowing them to log the community service hours they
have amassed over the year.
Students traditionally contribute about 60,000 hours
per year, and the Office

of Community Service reported the GW community
has logged 19,025 hours of
service to date. That number does not include hours
not done directly through
OCS.
To teach GW community members how to use
the system, tutorials will be
held on the Office of Community Service’s Web site
at serve.gwu.edu.
“Tracking and reporting
hours will be much easier
now that GW’s VolunteerMatch system is up and
running,” University President Steven Knapp said in
a news release. “I am confident that this new system
will help us meet the First
Lady’s challenge.” u

Rap&Roll

Francis rivera | hatchet photographer

Members of D.C. local band Eubonics perform a free show in the Alumni House Friday night. From right, Dirk 'Bishop' Keaton and
bandmate Peter 'Necrotheque' Dulligan are joined by Alex Valley, of the band In Heaven and You.

director dies at 65
Gene Cohen
worked at GW
since early '90s
by Saira Thadani
Hatchet Reporter

Gene Cohen, professor
and director of GW’s Center
on Aging, Health and Humanities, died Nov. 7 at his
home in Kensington, Md. He
was 65.
Cohen’s cause of death
was metastatic prostate cancer, according to an obituary
in The Washington Post.
Cohen researched age and
health issues, eventually being appointed the director of
the Center on Aging, Health
and Humanities in 1994. He
also launched the school’s
public education program on
aging, called Societal Education about Aging for Change,
or SEA Change.
“He was very popular at
the University and did a lot,”
Director of the Department of
Speech and Hearing Michael
Bamdad said.
Cohen was an expert
on Alzheimer’s disease and
wrote in his book, "The Mature Mind," that he believed
age is not the cause of the
brain’s weakening.
Joska Cohen-Mansdield,
a professor of health care sciences, called Cohen “a great
leader in the field of mental
health and aging, and in aging in general, and he was
a wonderful person, full of
laughter and kindness.”
In a letter announcing Cohen’s death, George Niederehe, chief of geriatrics research
at the National Institute of
Mental Health, called Cohen
“inspiring.”
“He was a kindly and
inspiring guy, the likes of
whom one rarely encounters
in life,” Niederehe said. “We
are indebted to him for laying
the foundation for the NIMH
programs that now enable
us to be engaged in federally

Gene Cohen

"He was a kindly and
inspiring guy, the likes
of whom one rarely
encounters in life."
George Niederehe
National Institute of
Mental Health
funded research activities on
the mental disorders of late
life.”
Cohen wrote in “The Mature Mind" that one of his
greatest insights was his explanation for what sustains
human beings throughout
life – the “inner push." Cohen
stated in his writings that the
“inner push is there while we
breathe, and it’s up to us to
shape its energies,”
Cohen also founded the
Creativity Discovery Corps
and the Washington D.C. Center On Aging in 1994. He was
the president of the Gerontological Society of America
from 1996 to 1997. Apart from
these positions, Cohen also
held various directorial positions in organizations like the
National Institute of Aging
and the Department of Health
and Human Services.
Cohen is survived by his
wife, two children and four
grandchildren. u
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In Brief

Stadler named to A-10
First Team

Men’s soccer senior Andy Stadler, who scored 13 goals in 13
matches this season, was named to
the Atlantic 10 All-Conference first
team, the conference announced
Wednesday.
Stadler’s 13 goals led the A-10 in
the regular season and pushed him
to fourth on GW’s all-time list, with
his 1.00 per-game average being the
best in NCAA Division I. The Wisconsin native can add the honor
to a list that already includes being
named to the first team last season,
the second team in 2007 and the
all-rookie team in 2006. This year
he was also one of 38 preseason
nominees for the prestigious Hermann Trophy, which is given to the
nation’s top player.
Also earning conference honors was freshman teammate Seth
Rudolph, who was named to the
league’s all-rookie team after tallying four goals and an assist in 17
matches. His four scores tied him
with redshirt senior Mike Rollings
and sophomore Yoni Berhanu for
second on the team.

Hogan takes 11th at
regionals

Senior Megan Hogan finished 11th
among 190 runners at the Mid-Atlantic
Regional 6-kilometer race Saturday in
Princess Anne, Md., completing the
event with a team-best time of 21:01.
Junior Jessica Stern was next among
Colonials in the event, finishing 54th
just over two minutes later.
Junior Dan Cartica was the first
on GW's men's cross country team to
complete the 10-kilometer event, finishing with a time of 34:18.5, good for
81st overall among the 197 runners. Junior Zach Borenstein and senior Robbie Lockhart were next among Colonials, coming in 125th and 133rd places,
respectively.

Number crunch

38

The number of
points scored by the
GW men's basketball team's freshman
players in Sunday's
76-71 win over UNCWilmington. David Pellom and Tim
Johnson led the group with 11 each.

Last Word
“I’m feeling confident in myself and in
my teammates. We’ve been working
hard. I think we’re ready.”
- Women's basketball sophomore
guard Tiana Myers' outlook on the
upcoming season

stays in for the win

Freshman returns to hometown
in season-opening match-up

Anne wernikoff | Assistant photo editor

Graphic by Erica Steinberg

bball
from p. 1
as GW knocked on the door and
chipped away at the lead. Shortly before the six-minute mark in
the second half, Johnson drained
a three-pointer to put the Colonials ahead for the first time
since Hollis scored the game’s
opening basket.
“That sort of energized our
defense,” Hobbs said. “Then the
young guys started to believe.”
Redshirt sophomore Jabari
Edwards, who saw a career-high
18 minutes of court time, helped
disrupt the Seahawks’ offense as
the game wound down, blocking or altering several shots on
defense. Two of his three blocks
came in the final three minutes,
one of them a full-on rejection
of a three-point attempt with 15
seconds left.
“I thought he was tremendous down the stretch,”
Hobbs said. “They were all key
blocks.”
After watching his teammates compensate for his absence for much of the game,
Hollis re-entered the action and
made his presence felt before
fouling out in the final minute.
The Colonials had immediately surrendered the advantage
gained on Johnson’s basket on
the next possession, but Hollis
responded with that same familiar, easy stroke to retake the lead
with three points of his own.
“He stayed mentally in the
game,” Hobbs said. “Down the
stretch, he did what seniors do.”

Helping GW’s cause was
the suspension of UNC-Wilmington center John Fields, who
was ineligible Sunday after being called for a flagrant foul in
the Seahawks’ season opener
Friday. Per Colonial Athletic
Association policy, Fields was
automatically dealt a one-game
suspension.
“You gotta catch breaks
in this thing,” Hobbs said. “I
thought we were very, very fortunate that he didn’t play.”
All told, Hobbs said he was
very proud of his young team’s
demeanor and effort in the face
of a first-half deficit and a hostile
road crowd.
“They just kept playing.
They never once got discouraged throughout the game,”
Hobbs said. “We really couldn’t
gather any momentum, but we
stayed focused on our game
plan and the young guys never
got discouraged. They just kept
playing.”
The Colonials’ season continues Tuesday with a game at
Boston University, scheduled to
start at 7 p.m. u

"They just kept playing.
They never once got
discouraged throughout
the game."
Karl Hobbs
GW men's basketball coach

Freshman David Pellom listens to advice from head coach Karl Hobbs. Sunday's match-up was his first collegiate game, and was played in his hometown.

by Dan Greene
Sports Editor
WILMINGTON, N.C. – It
was his first time taking the
floor in a regular-season college basketball game, his
team wearing their blue road
uniforms and taking refuge
in the visitors’ locker room.
But freshman David Pellom was right at home in
Sunday’s 76-71 win at UNCWilmington, playing in
front of a vocal contingent
of friends and family in his
hometown.
“When I first started
playing, I was a little nervous,” Pellom admitted after the game. “I’m not gonna
lie about that.”
The beginning of his debut was, in fact, fairly nondescript, with the former local high school standout not
scoring his first basket until
the final 18 seconds of the
first half. Then, he said, senior Damian Hollis took him
aside and told him to just
play his game and things
became a bit simpler.
“I just went out there and
played,” Pellom said. “When
it came to me, it came to me.
When it was my time, I just
did what I had to do.”
The difference showed.
After scoring that first basket in transition shortly before halftime, Pellom seemed
much more comfortable after
the break. He kissed a runner
off the glass within the half’s
first two minutes and added
a trio of free throws over the

next few minutes to give his
supporters – of which there
were “a lot,” he said with a
laugh – something to cheer
about.
Yet not everyone who
recognized
Pellom
was
there to offer him encouragement.
“I was hearing a few
comments taking the ball
out,” he said, adding that
people were telling him,
things like, “You should’ve
stayed home and played"
here and there throughout
the game.
The 6-foot-8 forward,
who earned all-conference
honors as a senior at Wilmington’s New Hanover High
School before attending
prep school last year, finished with 11 points, five rebounds, a block, a steal and
an assist in his first 25 minutes of collegiate action.
Head coach Karl Hobbs
said Pellom “really, really
stepped up” in the seasonopening victory, especially
considering the complicated
demands placed on the power forward in his system.
“I thought he made terrific decisions on when to drive,
when to hold up,” Hobbs
said. “He showed a great deal
of maturity out there. I was
really, really proud of him.”
Hobbs has a plan for
coaxing similarly inspired
performances out of the
freshman.
“We’re gonna try, for
every game, to bus all his
people in,” he joked. u

Women's basketball readies for first game
by Max Feinblatt
Hatchet Reporter
His team may be an underdog this season in the Atlantic
10, but women’s basketball head
coach Mike Bozeman says he and
his players are ready to begin the
season.
The Colonials travel to Denton, Texas to kick off the season
Tuesday night against the Mean
Green of North Texas. It will be
the first time the Colonials, who
went 4-9 in away games last year
compared to 13-4 at home, have
opened their season outside of
the District since beginning at
Vanderbilt a decade ago.
Beginning the season on the
road can be a worrisome task, but
Bozeman thinks his young team
will take advantage of it.

“It took us a while last year
to be a better road team,” Bozeman said. “Our conference has
such parity in it that we need to
be able to steal a game or two on
the road and I think our schedule
is situated to where it’s going to
be a benefit for us to start out on
the road.”
Sophomore guard Tiana Myers admitted she didn’t know
much about North Texas, but
she and her teammates know
that playing on the road can be
tough.
“On the road is more intense and you have people going
against you,” she said, referring
to opposing fans. “We have to
stay united as a family and as a
team.”
North Texas also has a secondyear coach in Shanice Stephens,

and the team has lost five seniors
from last season. The Mean Green
only has two seniors on its roster
and has brought in four freshmen
as well, meaning their matchup
with the all-underclassman Colonials will feature plenty of youth.
GW did not have any exhibition tune-ups, so the game against
the Mean Green will be their first
since a crushing double-overtime
defeat to Florida Gulf Coast in the
first round of last year’s WNIT.
North Texas, meanwhile, went
1-1 in a pair of preseason games
against Division II opponents
and lost its season-opener 81-51
at Stephen F. Austin Saturday.
As the first game approaches,
Bozeman said he is impressed
with his team’s progression
throughout the final stages of
preseason practice, but that he is

wary of what might occur when
the actual season begins.
“The energy is always high,”
he said. “You just don’t know
how they’re going to react when
the lights come on, because we’re
so young.”
Myers, on the other hand,
said she has been ready for this
season to begin ever since the
end of last season and thinks it’s
about time that she and her teammates get back onto the court.
“I’m feeling great,” she said.
“I’m feeling confident in myself
and in my teammates. We’ve
been working hard. I think we’re
ready.”
The second-year guard will
have the chance to see if she is
correct as the Colonials get underway Tuesday night in Texas
with tipoff slated for 8 p.m. u

